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FRANCE IS A COUNTRY OF WHITE RACE SAID MEP NADINE MORANO CREATED
A CONTROVERSY 
BECOMES THE MOST REJECTED DEPUTY 

Paris, Washington DC, 02.10.2015, 13:29 Time

USPA NEWS - French MEP, Nadine Morano, has launched a phrase become controversial since Saturday night, in the TV show "We
are not lying" broadcast on France 2. She said "We are a Jew-Christian country, Caucasian that welcomes outsiders. I do not want
France to become Muslim. "

NADINE MORANO REJECTED BY HER PARTY "REPUBLICANS" CONSIDERING HER RACIST PHRASE THAT SHOKED ALSO
THE PUBLIC AND OPPOSITION
Nadine Morano, French MEP, will be fixed about the sanction, next Wednesday after the controversy about “White Race“� last week
end.. The chairman of the Republicans, who happens to be Nicolas Sarkozy, former French President, ruled yesterday about the
"case" of Nadine Morano after his remarks about the "white race". The National Investiture Committee received and should withdraw
her the list of head Meurthe-et-Moselle for regional elections. Nadine Morano, disagree totally this decision, and denounced a "witch
trials" and brandishes the threat of "knock out" her former mentor Nicolas Sarkozy. She still refuses to apologise about what she said,
and thoughts about the skin's colours of French citizens. As a matter of fact, she therefore dared statued on who is French or not
depending on his colour skin.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In May 2013, the Assembly (French Chamber of Deputies) had deleted the word "race" than sixty laws, including the Penal Code, the
Criminal Procedure Code and the Law of 29 July 1881 on press freedom. However, the text is never passed the Senate.
But it seems that the evocation of the word "Race" is source of verbal excesses, either in the life of every day. However, when it comes
in politic debate, the public opinion feels more sensitive, and less eager to accept or tolerable verbal damages; When it was the case
of an MP or representative of the State or a party, who hackneyed that term.------------------------------------------
Yesterday, members of the left Front and communists senators asked the definitive disappearance of the word "race" legislation and
Francois Hollande reminded one of his campaign promises. "There is no place in the Republic for the race. And that is why I ask the
aftermath of the presidential election in parliament to remove the word race of our Constitution," said then the Socialist candidate at the
Elysee . As precise a native MP of French Overseas territories, "the banishment of the word" race "will not prevent racism'. Nor
stupidity, or stupidity, indeed.
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